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Abstract: One key question over the South Sea Bubble of 1720 has been whether or not 
it was a ‘rational’ bubble as economists would now define it. The underlying analytic 
dichotomy between 'rational' and 'irrational' bubble seems to have hit a point of 
diminishing return, however. We need fresh studies that combine different sources and 
methods. This paper contributes to this larger task by focusing on one of the largest 
investors during the Bubble period: James Brydges the Duke of Chandos (1674-
1744). The case is unique in that we have both financial accounts and the letters he sent 
to his friends and financial partners in 1720. Combining these sources, the paper reports 
the duke's investment strategies, and reveals how he was able to coordinate a large-scale 
speculation without risking his reputation and respectability. Strikingly, however, while 
pursuing a rational strategy to 'ride the bubble', Brydges viewed other actors to be driven 
by folly, greed and irraitionality. This, combined with other strategies, enabled him to 
maintain an impression of social distance from the very act of speculation. It will be 
shown that sophisticated market speculation - characteristic of modern financial market - 
was undertaken in ways that were consistent with the early modern moral economy.  
 
 
N.B. Since the publication of this article, I have been collecting investors' letters and 
financial accounts from British archives in order to assess how well the case of James 
Brydges fits into broader practices and understanding of specualtion during the bubbles 
of 1719-20 and beyond. In particular, I am trying to establish how typical it was for 
investors (many of them seeking to 'ride the bubble' with varying degrees of success) to 
describe other investors as acting in terms of folly, greed and madness. I would be most 
grateful should you be able to advise me of the typicality and anormally of the case 
presented in the following pages. Of course, any other suggestions are likewise much 
appreciated. 
	



Koji Yamamoto 

Beyond Rational vs Irrational Bubbles:  
James Brydges the First Duke of Chandos 
During the South Sea Bubble*

O be joyful in the Lord, all ye lands: 
Serve the Lord with gladness, and come before his presence with a song. 

Chandos Anthem 1, HWV246, “O, be joyful in the Lord” 

The godly aspiration of the beautiful first Chandos Anthem, composed by 
George Frideric Handel between 1717-18 for James Brydges the Duke of Chandos 
(1674-1744), continues to fascinate us. Its warm sonority and understated elegance, 
with the lyrics derived from Psalm 100, might at first seem to have nothing to do 
with the image of financial speculation from 1720, a scene of disorder, confusion, 
and devilish mania as encapsulated by A monument dedicated to posterity in 
commemoration of the incredible folly transacted in the year 1720 (Im. 1). We cannot, 
however, separate the two spheres of human affairs. Brydges was in fact deep into 
wild financial speculation as much as wonderful music.1 The wealthy patron of 
Handel was one of the largest investors in the speculation during the bubbles of 
1719 and 1720. This might strike us as a contradiction: How was it possible for a 
taste for the refined cultural repertoire to go hand-in-hand with the worldly pursuit 
of financial speculation? If there was not at all a contradiction, if, as we shall see, 
even a single market actor could embrace both gracious aloofness and more 
mundane, allegedly diabolical, impulses at the same time, what does the symbiosis 
mean for studies of early financial crises? These are the questions that I wish to 
explore through the well-documented case of Brydges. By combining the 
reconstruction of account books and the close reading of letters, this paper shows 
that the patron of Handel pursued sophisticated investment strategies while viewing 

* I am grateful to the Konosuke Matsushita Memorial Foundation and the Huntington Library
for research funding, and especially to the British Academy for awarding me a postdoctoral fellowship 
that has enabled me to start the book project of which this is a part. I also wish to thank Stefano 
Condorelli, William Deringer, Laurence Fontaine, Anne Goldgar, Pamela Hunter, Anne Laurence, 
Daniel MHnning, Anne Murphy, Larry Neal, Claire Wilkinson and Nuala Zehedhieh for advice 
and encouragement. Francesco Ammannati has provided efficient editorial works. My greatest 
debt is to Sakiko Kaiga for ongoing conversation and support. 

1 For Brydges’ life and career as a patron of arts, see C.H.C. BAKER, M.I. BAKER, The Life and 
Circumstances of James Brydges, First Duke of Chandos, Oxford 1949; S. JENKINS, Portrait of a Patron: the 
Patronage and Collecting of James Brydges, 1st Duke of Chandos (1674-1744), Aldershot 2007. I invite the 
reader to listen to the anthem. Search ‘Chandos athem 1’ on internet. 
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others to be driven by human folly. If speculative investment was somewhat 
reconciled with cultural respectability, it was through just such a combination of 
rational market strategies and the selective attribution of irrationality. By developing 
this perspective, this paper thereby urges us to move beyond the dichotomy of 
“rationality” and “irrationality” – two concepts often presented as competing 
explanatory frameworks in studies of financial bubbles.  

Im. 1.  A monument dedicated to posterity in commemoration of  the incredible folly 
transacted in the year 1720 

Source: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/Inventories/Europeanprints/Box1Folder1/1629.jpg 
[accessed 20 July 2015, courtesy, American Antiquarian Society]. 

The engraving is an adaptation of a French original that satirised the Mississippi Bubble of 1719. The 
scene depicts confusion in front of Jonathan’s Coffeehouse, a famous centre for the trading of shares 
and rumours. In the left centre, an alluring naked figure or ‘fortune’ is spreading company shares and 
certificates such as ‘The Bank’, ‘Royal Assurance’ and ‘S[outh] Sea 1st Sub[scription]’. Following these 
shares are men and women of different ranks. Their faces are brightened by a ray of light bringing 
emotions ranging from ‘Hope’, ‘Confidence’ and ‘Extreme Joy’, to ‘Sorrow’, ‘Frenzy’ and ‘Madness’. 
Hidden amidst the cloud on the right is a devil who is blowing bubbles, hinting that there is some-
thing devilish about the manifestation of human folly, which was characterised by the mixture of ex-
treme joy and sorrow. See Im. 1a for a close up.  
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Im. 1a.  Detail  

As the outline of the South Sea Bubble has been told many times, we need only 
a brief sketch to introduce Brydges’ case.2 The bubble of 1720 was closely connect-
ed with public finance, and can be seen as a by-product of fiscal experiments un-
dertaken due to the unprecedented rise of public debts. The 1688 Glorious 
Revolutions, which led to the dethroning of the Catholic James II, brought Eng-
land and its European rivals into expensive wars, first the Nine Years War from 
1688 to 1697, then the War of Spanish Succession from 1701 to 1714. Public debts 
sky-rocked. Many experiments were being conducted to raise money. The most 
significant among them was the establishment of the Bank of England in 1694. In 
the mean time, the payment of annual interest for the government bonds became a 
huge burden on both sides of the English Channel. In France, the Scotchman John 
Law offered in 1719 a comprehensive scheme to restructure government debts. 
Inspired partly by Law’s “System” of 1719, and now backed by parliament, the 
South Sea Company which conducted slave trade for Spanish America offered a 
debt-conversion scheme in 1720. At the heart of the scheme was the public 
offering of subscriptions into South Sea shares in exchange for government bonds. 

2 For standard overviews of the bubble, on which this paragraph draws, see J. HOPPIT, The Myths 
of the South Sea Bubble, in “Transactions of Royal Historical Society”, 12, 2002, pp. 141-165; P.G.M. 
DICKSON, The Financial Revolution in England: a Study in the Development of Public Credit, 1688-1756, 
London 1967. 
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So the more people who gave up interest-bearing bonds to buy South Sea shares 
for the prospect of quick profit, the higher the share price becomes, and the better 
for the government. This was in effect a debt-for-equity swap fuelled by 
speculation in the secondary market. The War of Quadruple Alliance, which began 
in 1718, ended with the Treaty of Hague in February 1720, raising expectations for 
an imminent boom in long-distance trade and related service industries. Dozens of 
new companies were organised – many of them hurriedly – and began offering 
shares for subscribers. Their prices, too, rose in the summer of 1720. 

Approaches to the 1720 bubble may be grouped into six thematic strands.3 The 
first may be called traditional archival reconstruction of great institutions. These, 
the monograph of P.G.M. Dickson being most prominent, reconstruct the fiscal, 
political and administrative contexts in which the South Sea Company came to 
offer the debt-conversion scheme.4 While excellent in providing historical details, 
these accounts have tended to present the bubble as driven essentially by naivety, 
euphoria and gambling mania. The second strand is concerned with the bubble’s 
impact on the economy, law, literature and culture.5 William Deringer’s thesis has 
explored how political arithmetic and the public use of mathematical calculation 
evolved before and after the South Sea Bubble; Daniel MHnning is currently 
investigating how trading companies such as the East India Company responded to 
the bubble’s collapse.6 Instead of focusing on the mechanism of the bubble’s rise 
and fall, these exciting new works are bringing fresh insights into various public, 
intellectual and institutional responses to the events of 1720. The third group may 
be called global and transnational approaches, all pushing us to view the South Sea 
Bubble as a part of a wider history beyond one nation. Shinsuke Satsuma’s work 
has revealed that the South Sea Company and its trading activities emerged as part 
of a much larger pro-maritime war ideology. Patrick Walsh’s work suggests that 
studies of the bubble needs to adopt what has often been called a “British” 
approach, including both Scotland and Ireland in our critical purview. Stefano 
Condorelli’s findings have even wider implications: proposals for debt-restructuring 
and new ideas for marine insurance and many other industries were floated all 

3 I plan to publish a longer historiographical review that does justice to a wide range of views and 
approaches to the South Sea Bubble ever since its collapse.  

4 In addition to Dickson’s monograph cited above, see J. CARSWELL, The South Sea Bubble, Stroud 
1960, revised ed. 2001; J.G. SPERLING, The South Sea Company: an Historical Essay and Bibliographical 
Finding List, Boston 1962.  

5 J. HOPPIT, Myths of the South Sea Bubble, cit; R. HARRIS, The Bubble Act: Its Passage and Its Effects on 
Business Organization, in “Journal of Economic History”, 3, 1994, pp. 610-627; C. NICOLSON, Writing 
and the Rise of Finance: Capital Satires of the Early Eighteenth Century, Cambridge 1994; S. STRATMANN, 
“South Sea’s at Best a Mighty Bubble” the Literization of a National Trauma, Trier 1996; S. SHERMAN, Finance 
and Fictionality in the Early Eighteenth Century: Accounting for Defoe, Cambridge 1996; C. INGRASSIA, 
Authorship, Commerce, and Gender in Early Eighteenth-Century England: a Culture of Paper Credit, Cambridge 
1998; R.B. EMMETT, General introduction, in Great Bubbles, ed. R.B. EMMETT, I-III, London 2000, I, pp. 
xix-xxx. 

6 W.P. DERINGER, Calculated Values: the Politics and Epistemology of Economic Numbers in Britain, 1688-
1738, Princeton, N.J. 2012 (doctoral thesis), chs. 4-6; D. MENNING, Economic Re-Ordering After the South 
Sea Bubble: the East India Company 1720-1723, 2015 (an unpublished conference paper presented at the 
17th World Economic History Congress, Kyoto, 3-7 August 2015). 
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across Europe from Naples to Stockholm, and from Lisbon to Warsaw. European 
states (including small territorial principalities) were emulating one another; the 
movement of ideas was complemented by international movements of 
entrepreneurs themselves.7  

This paper is especially concerned with the remaining three strands. The fourth 
draws on quantitative analysis of the mechanism of the bubble and substantiates 
the image of frenzy and euphoria with which we have begun. In these accounts, the 
crises represent examples of “irrational” bubbles in which market prices deviate 
well beyond the “fundamental” value of the firms.8 Behind this line of scholarship 
lies a powerful traditional view that financial crises were caused by “extraordinary 
popular delusions.”9 The fifth strand has advanced competing economic analyses. 
Perhaps the most conspicuous line of inquiry in the last decade or so, these works 
have marshalled a range of datasets drawn from sources such as company stock 
ledgers and transfer books to argue that markets displayed sound operations despite 
disparity in the access to information and expert financial knowledge. The bubbles 
are accordingly viewed as rational ones based on fundamentals.10 This “rationalist” 
narrative has spilled back into accounts of institutions pioneered by Dickson and 
others. Helen Paul has suggested that the South Sea Company’s slave trade under 
the Asciento contract was serious enough that it could at best send positive signals to 
investors; Richard Kleer has complemented the sympathetic view of the Company 
by revisiting strategic priorities of its directors and their trading activities during 
1720. What South Sea directors sought to pursue, Kleer suggests, was not an 

7 S. SATSUMA, Britain and Colonial Maritime War in the Early Eighteenth Century: Silver, Seapower and the 
Atlantic, Woodbridge 2013, ch. 6; P. WALSH, The South Sea Bubble and Ireland: Money, Banking and 
Investment, 1690-1721, Woodbridge 2014; S. CONDORELLI, The 1719-1721 Stock Euphoria: a Pan-
European Perspective (MPRA Working Paper, 2015).  

8 R. DALE, The First Crash: Lessons from the South Sea Bubble, Priceton NJ 2004; R.S. DALE et. al., 
Financial Markets Can Go Mad: Evidence of Irrational Behaviour During the South Sea Bubble, in “Economic 
History Review” (EcHR), 58, 2005, pp. 233-271; R.S. DALE et. al., Pitfalls in the Quest for South Sea 
Rationality, in “EcHR”, 60, 2007, pp. 766-722; R. FREHEN et. al. Finance in the Great Mirror of Folly, in 
The Great Mirror of Folly: Finance, Culture, and the Crash of 1720, W.N. GOETZMANN et. al. eds., New 
Haven, CT 2013, pp. 63-87.  

9 C. MACKAY, Exraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness Of Crowds, I-III, London 1841; E. 
Chancellor, Devil Take the Hindmost: a History of Financial Speculation, London 1999, pp. xiii, 88-95. A 
more nuanced assessment that incorporates elements of “euphoria” is C. KINDLEBERGER, Manias, 
Panics and Crashes: a Hsitory of Financial Crises, 6th ed. Basingstoke 2011 [originally published in 1978], 
pp. 43, 47. 

10  L. NEAL, The Rise of Financial Capitalism: International Capital Markets in the Age of Reason, 
Cambridge 1991; A.M. CARLOS et. al., Royal African Company Share Prices During the South Sea Bubble, in 
“Explorations in Economic History”, 39, 2002, pp. 61-87; P. TEMIN, H.J. VOTH, Riding the South Sea 
Bubble, in “American Economic Review”, 94, 2004, pp. 1654-1568; G.S. SHEA, Financial Market 
Analysis Can Go Mad (in the Search for Irrational Behaviour During the South Sea Bubble), in “EcHR”, 60, 
2007, pp. 742-765; H. PAUL, The South Sea Bubble: an Economic History of Its Origins and Consequences, 
London 2011. For parallel studies of the French and Dutch episodes, see F.R. VELDE, Was John Law’s 
System a Bubble? The Mississppi Bubble Revisited, in The Origins and Developments of Financial Markets and 
Institutions from the Seventeenth Century to the Present, ed. J. ATACK, L. NEAL, Cambridge 2009, pp. 99-120; 
O. GELDERBLOM, J. JONKER, Mirroring Different Follies: the Character of the 1720 Bubble in the Dutch 
Republic, in Great Mirror of Folly, cit., pp. 121-139. See also a useful comment in The History of Financial 
Crises, D. COFFMAN, L. NEAL eds., I-IV, Abingdon 2015, I, pp. 3-5. 
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outright fraud, but were two ambitious goals, firstly, to keep up the stock price high 
enough to complete debt-equity conversions carried out in stages, and, secondly 
and consequently, to replace the Bank of England as the principal lender to the 
state.11  

The final, sixth, strand reconstructs investors’ experience. Often taking the 
form of focused case studies, social and financial historians have brought to light 
vivid, yet varied, episodes of financial adventures. By discovering letters and 
juxtaposing them with account books and bank accounts, these works have 
provided valuable accounts of individual success and failure, their investment 
strategies or sometimes the lack of them. One pioneering, though underappreciated, 
study is that of J.V. Beckett which drew on papers found primarily in Carlisle 
Record Office in Cumbria.12 While speaking of “this amazing mass delusion”, this 
short study compared varied experience of three investors from the region. Henry 
third viscount Lonsdale (1694-1751) mortgaged his family estate to borrow in 1720 
alone a total at least of £20,600 in order to play with stocks – a huge sum given his 
estate brought an annual income of £5,500 a year. Pointing to financial hardship 
that followed, Beckett endorsed contemporary depiction of Lonsdale as one who 
“games every way.”13 More cautious was Sir James Lowther of Whitehaven (1673-
1755), one of the richest men in northwest England and original subscribers to the 
South Sea Company. Approaching the events of 1720 with considerable scepticism, 
Lowther did not take part in the so-called “money subscriptions” of 1720, in which 
investors would pay cash (as opposed to converting government bonds) in order to 
buy into new South Sea shares. Lowther could have gained handsomely had he 
decided not to convert his government bonds according to the terms set by the 
Company, and instead sold them in a buoyant market. This, then, was a case of a 
cautious man of wealth who nevertheless succumbed to the temptation and a lapse 
of judgement.14  

Archival evidence therefore serves to remove any impressions of 
undifferentiated mania and frenzy. In fact, more recent works in the final strand 
have been set up in ways that qualify the irrational bubble thesis. In a series of 
important articles on five sisters of the Hastings family and their experience of the 
bubble, Anne Laurence has asked whether ‘‘the sisters betray the irrational frenzy 
… or are they rational economic beings trading in a value-free market?”15 The
archival findings of Laurence and other scholars have turned out to be richer than 

11 H. PAUL, Bubble, cit., pp. 59-65 (see also her papers on slave trade cited there); R. KLEER, ‘The 
Folly of Particulars’: the Political Economy of the South Sea Bubble, in “Financial History Review”, 19, 2012, 
pp. 175-197; IDEM., Riding a Wave: the Company’s Role in the South Sea Bubble, in “EcHR”, 68, 2015, pp. 
264-285. On eighteenth-century promotional literature that lent credibility to South Sea Company’s 
slave trade, see C. WENNERLIND, Casualties of Credit: the English Financial Revolution, 1620-1720, 
Cambridge MA 2011, pp. 216-230. 

12 J.V. BECKETT, Cumbrians and the South Sea Bubble, 1720, in “Transactions of the Cumberland 
and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society”, 82, 1982, pp. 141-150.  

13  Ibid., pp. 148-9 (quotation at p. 148, from a letter of Jane Lowther, a lender’s sister). 
14 Ibid., pp. 145-7. 
15 A. LAURENCE, Lady Betty Hastings, Her Half-Sisters, and the South Sea Bubble: Family Fortunes and 

Strategies, in “Women’s History Review”, 15, 2006, pp. 533-540, 536. 
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the dichotomy implied in the question. Skilfully combining Hastings’ 
correspondence with evidence drawn from their bank accounts, it is demonstrated 
that the sisters relied “on close personal, religious and political relationships”; yet, 
“amongst women” as among male investors, “there was a range of different 
strategies” and experience.16 Their relative positions in the household and kinship 
network may have had some influence over their preferences. For example, the 
eldest sister Betty was in a position to secure assets that would generate income and 
annuities for her unmarried younger half-sisters – hence we find her to be more 
cautious in the management of stocks than some of her younger siblings.17  

It has been a fruitful exercise to present archival evidence of careful thinking 
and strategy and thereby rebut accounts of “irrational” bubbles.18 This framing of 
argument is understandable given the prominence in the last decade and a half of 
controversies among economists. For future investigations, however, the 
assembling of similar findings should become less of a terminal point than a point 
of departure. We are well advised to take a new step partly because refuting the 
“irrational bubble” thesis would become all too easy and yield only diminishing 
returns - like South Sea shares. More importantly, it is also because we still know 
relatively little about how personal, religious and political relationships may have 
informed speculation in emerging financial markets. It is suggested that these 
contexts influenced choice of particular banks and shares. Yet it remains to be seen 
how far, if at all, financial speculation may have been conceptualised according to 
social, cultural and political practices of the period; how far such conceptualisations 
may in turn have shaped or constrained market behaviour. Asking questions like 
these is fruitful because we can begin to align the analysis of the South Sea Bubble 
more closely with broader studies of pre-industrial political economy, a cluster of 
research that has displayed both striking depth and variety in recent years. Carl 
Wenerlind and Tom Leng have suggested that we need to take early modern 
alchemy and natural philosophy seriously if we wish fully to understand competing 
ideas associated with mercantilism and the advent of banking experiments.19 Paul 
Slack has shown that ideas as diverse as millenarianism and Baconian empiricism 

16 EADEM, Women Investors, “That Nasty South Sea affair”and the Rage to Speculate in Early Eighteenth-
Century England, in “Accounting, Business & Financial History”, 16, 2006, pp. 245-264, (quotations 
from pp. 250, 261). See also EADEM, The Emergence of a Private Clientele for Banks in the Early Eighteenth 
Century: Hoare’s Bank and some Women Customers, in “EcHR”, 61, 2008, pp. 565-586, esp. pp. 566, 575, 583. 

17 EADEM, Family Fortunes, cit., pp 533, 536-7; EADEM, Lady Betty Hastings (1682-1739): godly patron, 
in “Women’s History Review”, 19, 2010, pp. 201-213, 208. For female investors see R. O’DAY, 
Matchmaking and Moneymaking in a Patronage Society: the First Duke and Dutchess of Chandos, c. 1712-35, in 
“EcHR”, 66, 2013, pp. 273-296; B.J. TODD, Fiscal Citizens: Female Investors in Public Finance Before the 
South Sea Bubble, in Challenging Orthodoxies: the Social and Cultural Worlds of Early Modern Women, ed. S.
HAUDE, M.S. ZOOK eds., Farnham 2014, pp. 53-74.  

18 For Irish and Anglo-French cases in 1719-20, see P. WALSH, Bubble and Ireland, cit., pp. 85-109, 
esp. p. 109; L. NEAL, “I Am Not Master of Events”: the Speculation of John Law and Lord Londonderry in the 
Mississippi and South Sea Bubbles, New Haven CT 2012. The most systematic account of investors’ 
experience in England before the crises of 1719-20 is A.L. MURPHY, The Origins of English Financial 
Markets, Cambridge 2009. 

19  C. WENNERLIND, Casualties, cit., pp. 17-122; T. LENG, Benjamin Worsley (1618-1677): Trade, 
Interest and the Spirit in Revolutionary England, Woodbridge 2008.  
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informed the emerging cult of gradual, material, “improvement” in England in the 
run-up to its industrialisation; studying lobbying activities for and against the 
monopoly of the Royal African Company over the English slave trade, William 
Pettigrew has shown that their promotional arguments and counterarguments co-
opted ideas about English liberty, Christian charity and virtuous civic action.20 
Closer still to market transactions and cultural assumption behind them, Craig 
Muldrew and Brodie Waddell have shown us how early modern actors understood 
their chronic indebtedness in the language deeply coloured by God’s providence, 
and the imminent danger of His punishment (in the form of the loss of reputation 
and credit lines).21 Perhaps most relevant to the present context is a recent short 
article by the historian of science Deringer. The subscription schemes that the 
South Sea Company offered in the course of 1720 changed essential facts about its 
capital organisation. Faced with this complex, evolving, situation, commentators 
offered competing quantitative models by which the true value of the South Sea 
stock could be plausibly computed. Deringer therefore urges us to explore the 
South Sea Bubble as an “epistemic”, as much as financial, crisis, a course of event 
that engendered telling disagreements about mathematical calculation and its 
applications.22  

Given these advances at the fertile intersections between economic history, 
social and cultural history and the history of science, we should also be able to start 
investigating the ways in which early modern cultural values and assumptions may 
have structured actors’ expectations, coloured perceptions, and informed their 
decision-making in the transformative environment under consideration: the 
financial market of 1719-20 in which unfolded the first modern share-price bubbles. 
Implications would not be negligible if we could begin to explore how elements of 
early modernity in fact informed behavioural patterns and constraints in the first 
modern financial bubbles. Not only do we draw on economic theories to analyse 
historical financial data, we might also be able to present archival research as a 
fruitful basis for future theoretical thinking. 

This, then, is the larger analytic ambition that drives the present case of 
BrydgeV.23

� Let us not assume, however, that we can discard “rational” and 
“irrational” frameworks altogether. After all, archival evidence presented in 
previous studies has shown some careful, strategic, thinking (we shall cite some 
examples below). The idioms of folly and madness certainly had a strong currency 
at the time, as the picture of the “incredible folly” and Londsdale’s reputation for 
“gaming” remind us. This paper accordingly uses the archival reconstruction in 
order to reveal how an early modern market actor, seeking respectability as well as 

20  P. SLACK, The Invention of Improvement: Information and Material Progress in Seventeenth-Century 
England, Oxford 2015; W.A. PETTIGREW, Freedom’s Debt: the Royal African Company and the Politics of the 
Atlantic Slave trade, 1672-1752, Chapel Hill NC 2013. 

21 C. MULDREW, Economy of Obligation: the Culture of Credit and Social Relations in Early Modern England, 
London 1998; B. WADDELL, God, Duty and Community in Enlgish life, 1660-1720, Woodbridge 2012.  

22  W. DERINGER, For What It’s Worth: Historical Financial Bubbles and the Boundaries of Economic 
Rationality, in “ISIS”, 106, 2015, pp. 646-656, 651-656. See also IDEM, Calculated values, cit., pp. 236-280. 

23 If Philip Rössner’s paper in the current issue explores the interface between culture and 
economy on a macro-scale, this one does so on a micro-economic level.  
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profits, may have adopted both the “rational” and “irrational” frameworks for 
wading through the hefty financial market. In particular, we shall see how market 
actors pursued what economists would now term “rational” strategies as a matter 
of friendship while attributing folly and madness to other players unknown to them. 
If we could bring the question of early modern cultural assumptions fruitfully to 
bear upon the analysis of investors’ experience, then we can give much-needed 
historical specificity to the discussion of financial “strategies.” Similar historically-
nuanced approaches might also be applied to other approaches to the bubbles 
surveyed above.  

A good starting point is the account of the “riding of the bubble”, an influential 
thesis supporting the “rational” bubble interpretation. As Temin and Voth explain, 
those who tried to ride a bubble bought company shares not because of their belief 
about the underlying value of these shares, but rather because of the prospect of 
selling them to “greater fools” at a higher price to win capital gain. Voth has 
suggested that “At least one sophisticated investor in the South Sea Bubble did just 
that.” This was the Hoare’s Bank, a private bank run by the Hoare family which still 
stands today in Fleet Street, London.24 How representative was the Hoare’s Bank? 
Recent archival findings indicate that the Hoare’s may not have been alone. The 
case of Brydges also presents additional evidence to support this. Yet were actors 
aware of the strategy that they employed? The Hoare’s Bank’s exceptional ledgers 
have led the economists to rely - with good reasons - on statistical inference rather 
than the analysis of actors’ preference expressed in their own words. Widening the 
range of evidence would, I hope, enable us to take an exciting step forward.  

The case of Brydges presents us with an ideal test case. Firstly, the ducal out-
letters (i.e, copies of the letters he sent to others) survive in great number. The 
family papers of the Smythe of Barbavilla is a rich collection; but when it comes to 
letters written by the five Hastings sisters in 1720, there are only a handful of 
them.25 By contrast, there are more than 30 outgoing letters written by Brydges for 
February 1720 alone, the month in which a Commons committee started 
deliberating on the bill that was to become the so-called Bubble act.26 The out-
letters that Brydges wrote in 1720 occupy 309 manuscript pages of a leather-bound 
folio volume, with another volume containing more letters written between 1720-
22.27 Second, his personal account books covering 1720 likewise survive. Their 
survival is significant particularly because Brydges rarely used the Bank of England 
or Hoare’s Bank to deposit and draw money, two important banks on which 

24 P. TEMIN, H.J. VOTH, Riding, cit., p. 1666; H.J. VOTH, Blowing early Bubbles, in Great Mirror of 
Folly, cit., pp. 89-97, (quotation at p. 95); H. PAUL, Bubble, cit., pp. 69, 84-7. 

25 NATIONAL LIBRARY OF IRELAND (NLI), Papers of the family of Smythe of Barbavilla, ms. 41580/10, 
30, 36-9. There are five such letters written during 1720 that Laurence drew on in conjunction with 
other sources. See A. LAURENCE, Family Fortunes, cit., pp. 539-540; EADEM., Women investors, cit., pp. 
252, 255-6, 259.  

26 HENRY E. HUNTINGTON LIBRARY (HEH), Stowe Papers, ST 57/17, pp. 1-27. The Bubble Act 
made it unlawful for unincorporated joint-stock companies to be launched and offer shares to the 
public, thus making the South Sea Company one of the very atractive investment options. The 
influential analysis remains Harris, Bubble Act, cit.  

27 HEH, ST 57/17; ST 57/18. 
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historians and economists have alike drawn heavily.28 There are of course some 
limitations. This is a case study of an exceptionally wealthy investor; I shall 
accordingly address the question of typicality by taking into account evidence 
drawn from other financial networks. Letters sent to the duke do not survive in 
bulk; the account books do not tell us total holding at a given time; nor do they 
systematically record transactions in the primary market. The Royal African 
Company issued new shares in April 1720, and Brydges’ letters suggest that he 
subscribed under his and others’ names shares nominally worth £184,000. These 
transactions are not fully recorded in the account books. 29  Yet benefits are 
ultimately greater than shortcomings. Company records, such as transfer books of 
the Royal African Company and stock ledgers of the East India Compnay and the 
Bank of England, tend to record the nominal value of shares traded and transfer dates 
in which such transfers were entered into books.30 By contrast, Brydges’ account 
books give us the nominal amount of shares traded for the duke, the market price 
which was paid for given transactions, and the contract date on which the given deal 
was struck. As was usual at the time, Duke’s personal account books were arranged 
according to his activities with each broker. If combined with the ducal letters, the 
account books thus give us a rare opportunity to reveal their coordinated financial 
speculation. 

My choice of Brydges as a case study may come as a surprise. Was he not “by 
temperament greedy and a gambler”, who came out heavily in debt, losing nearly 
£200,000 during 1720?31 Impressions of his greed and gullibility have persisted 
thanks partly to his paper loss to which we shall turn below. However, a brief look 
into his activities beyond financial transactions would warn us that he was far from 
being a naïve gambler. To begin with, he never completely left the management of 
his dynastic portfolio to servants and stewards. In fact the duke was very active in 
looking after his affairs. He complained when a charity school in Hereford under 
his patronage did not send “any Acts or Minutes of their proceedings.” He 

28 No entry for the duke has been found in the customer account ledgers of the Bank of England 
(I have searched under Brydges and the titles he held: Earl of Carnarvon, Duke of Chandos, and 
Viscount of Wilton). Nor do we find evidence of the sustained use of Hoare’s Bank, in which Brydges 
did have an account, but only depositing and withdrawing £140 14s in September 1720, later using the 
bank for a small number of transactions between August 1722 and May 1724. See BANK OF ENLGAND 
ARCHIVES (BEA), Customer account ledger A-D, Dec. 1718-Dec. 1720, C98/2555; Customer account ledger M-Z, 
Dec. 1718-Dec. 1720, C98/2557; Customer account ledger A-Z (supplement), Dec. 1718-Dec. 1720, 
AC98/2558; HOARES BANK ARCHIVES, Customer ledger, 23, fol. 203; Customer ledger, G fol. 248. Brydges 
probably used his partners such as Matthew Decker and Richard Lockwood as private bankers. 

29 See HEH, ST 57/18, pp. 9-11 and the discussion below.  
30 See, for example, THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES, Royal African Company transfer book 1720-1721, T 

70/198; BRITISH LIBRARY, India Office Records, Stock ledger 1719-1723, IOR/L/AG/14/5/4; entries for 
Brydges in BEA, Bank stock ledger (additional) A-Z, 1708-11, AC27/422, fol. 2861; Bank stock ledger A-Z, 
1710-15, AC27/423, fol. 3281; Bank stock ledger A-H, 1711-20, AC27/424 fol. 4490. These Bank stock 
ledger entries reveal virtually nothing about his buying and selling of Bank shares during 1720 
discussed below, which was carried out via his brokers’ accounts. Even their accounts in AC27, in 
turn, do not give us contract dates or agreed market prices.  

31  P.G.M. DICKSON and J.V. BECKETT, The Finances of the Dukes of Chandos, in “Huntington 
Library Quarterly”, 64, 2001, pp. 309-355, 318-319 (quotation at p. 318). 
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wondered whether the £90 that he had earlier bestowed upon “this School may not 
be better apply’d” elsewhere “for the Advantage of the City” – clear indication of 
his determination to make the best out of his contribution.32 He was also very 
much interested in latest technologies: he gave a detailed comment when he 
received a kind of French carriage called “phaeton” as a gift; the carriage, the duke 
opined, would be for parks and gardens only (and unfit for roads) as the vehicle 
lacked devices to prevent it from “swinging too much on one side.” 33  As 
exemplified in this comment, the duke showed keen interests in technologies, 
inventions and their applications.34  

The management of his financial portfolio was no exception. From 1705, 
BrydgeV had built his career as the Pay-master General of the British Army, send�
ing money to� pay for troops stationed on the Continent during the War of Spanish 
Succession. Volumes of his letters sent to his subordinates stationed abroad survive 
at the Huntington Library. The duke that emerges from this mass of manuscripts is 
one who attentively gathered information, and instructed his subordinates to remit 
money when exchange rates were most favourable. It is estimated that nearly 24 
million pounds of public money went through his and his brokers’ hands during 
the eight years of his paymastership, bringing him the profit of about £700,000. In 
1719 Brydges was created the first Duke of Chandos; by then he inherited and 
acquired estates across Gloucestershire, Hampshire, Herefordshire, Middlessex, 
Radnorshire, London and Westminster, with the annual rental income of more than 
£8,000. Considerable wealth was being amassed, which explains why he was able to 
commission Handel, develop an art collection and become one of the large-scale 
investors in 1720.35 In short, BrydgeV was a hands-on aristocrat. He paid, as will 
be seen below, just as much attention to financial speculation as he did elsewhere. 
As the Paymaster he had prior experience of speculation with exchange rates; the 
skill and networks were subsequently mobilised for playing in the stock market.   
    The French Mississippi Bubble reached its peak in December 1719. By early 
months of 1720, investors’ capital – that of Chandos included - began to move 
away from Paris into London. From late February, the duke stayed in his London 
mansion, corresponding with brokers there and agents abroad including John 
Drummond and Richard Cantillon. In September 1720, share prices plunged in 
England. Previous scholarly accounts hinged heavily upon the letter of 28 

32 HEH, ST 57/17, p. 7, Brydges to Mr Clayton 13 Feb. 1720, p. 7. All the letters cited below 
from the ducal out-letters (ST 57) are written by the duke. For his involvement in the building of his 
estate in Cannons, north of London, see Jenkins, Portrait of a patron, cit., pp. 28-55 et passim. 

33 HEH, ST 57/17, p. 48-49. 
34 Brydges’ interest in mechanical philosophy and its practical applications is documented in L. 
STEWART, The rise of public Science: Rhetoric, T    echnology, and natural Philosophy in Newtonian Britain, 
1660-1750, Cambridge 1992. 

35 For the figures, see P.G.M. DICKSON, J.V. BECKETT, Finances, cit., pp. 313, 350. A. GRAHAM, 
Corruption, Party, and Government in Britain, 1702-1713, Oxford, 2015, pp. 100, 112, suggests Brydges’ 
profit margins from the public office may have been narrower. For international dimensions of 
Brydges’ operation, which are beyond the scope of this article, see Ibid., pp. 95-227; P. BRANDON, War 
and the Integration of Capital Markets: Anglo-Dutch Networks of Finance During and After the Nine Years’ War 
and the War of the Spanish Succession, 2013 (an unpublished paper presented at the annual conference of 
the Social History Society, UK, 25-27 March 2013). 
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September 1720 that Brydges wrote to Cantillon in the immediate aftermath of the 
collapse. It usefully mentions the amount of shares that the duke held, and thus 
makes it possible to suggest that the market price of his portfolio depreciated over 
half a million pounds after the crash. This has been used to suggest that he must 
have lost heavily.36 Crucially, however, because this letter tells us nothing about the 
market prices at which the duke had struck deals, previous accounts have not been 
able to provide precise details about the capital gain (or loss) that he may have 
made in 1720. The systematic analysis of the ducal account books enables us to 
remedy this lacuna.  

Table 1 reports the duke’s transactions in the secondary market during 1720. 
Relevant entries were identified from approximately 1,500 individual transactions 
that were recorded for 1720. These were then entered into a database, excluding 
dividends, brokerage fees, annuities and the fees paid for option contracts. For ex-
ample, the row on the South Sea shares shows that the duke bought South Sea 
shares nominally worth £375,500, and that for these shares he paid in total the 
market price of £559,443. The duke sold the nominal total of £390,00 at the price 
of more than £930,000. The interim balance at the end of 1720, the difference be-
tween the market prices at which he bought and sold, is £372,091. The Duke’s 
South Sea investment brought outstanding profits. The remaining stock in this case 
is expressed in minus figures, meaning that the duke sold £14,500 more shares than 
he acquired in 1720. The table reports the same set of information for other major 
company shares. 

Tab. 1.  Chados’s trading activities in 1720 

1720 Bought Sold Interim 
balance 

Stock 
remaining 

Nominal (1) Market (2) Nominal (3) Market (4) =(4)-(2) =(1)-(3) 

South Sea 375,500 559,443 390,000 931,534 372,091 -14,500

East India 187,500 470,747 41,500 84,489 -386,258 146,000 

Bank 24,750 51,505 14,000 31,545 -19,960 10,750 
Old 

Insurance 113,000 33,520 73,000 58,555 25,035 40,000 

Royal African 30,000 17,513 11,850 6,176 -11,336 18,150 
Ram's 

Insurance 120,000 12,373 120,000 49,176 36,804 0 

Misc. 50,000 1,300 10,000 763 -538 40,000 

To 31 Aug. 858,000 1,098,082 601,850 1,051,405 -46,677 256,150 

Total 900,750 1,146,400 660,350 1,162,239 15,839 240,400 

Sources: HEH, ST 12/2, 12/3. 

36 HEH, ST 57/17, pp. 191-3, to Cantillon, 28 Sep. 1720, at p. 192. The portfolio Brydges 
reported was as follows: East India, £141,000; South Sea, 47,000; Bank of England 10,000; Royal 
African, 40,000. This letter is cited in BAKER and BAKER, James Brydges, cit., pp. 80-1, 210; A.E.
MURPHY, Richard Cantillon: entrepreneur and economist, Oxford 1986, p. 180-81; DICKSON and 
BECKETT, Finances, cit., p. 319 (fn. 38); Cassandra Brydges (1670-1735), first Duchess of Chandos: life and 
letters, ed. R. O’DAY, Woodbridge 2007, p. 23 (fn. 88). 
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The data suggest that the duke traded in 1720 shares nominally worth more 
than 1.5 million pounds (i.e. £900,750 + £660,350 = £1,561,100), seven times 
larger than trading activities of Hoare’s bank on their own account (£215,504).37 
The capital gain of £372,091 made in trading South Sea shares was by far the 
largest margin that Brydges made across his transactions in 1720. He bought South 
Sea shares at the average of 148% above par, but managed to sell on average at 
239%. Handsome gain was achieved also in the trading of Old Insurance and 
Ram’s Insurance. The large sum spent on East India shares (-£386,259) had been 
successfully absorbed by the end of 1720 by the sales of South Sea, insurance, and 
other shares. Despite the large-scale investment in East India shares, his 
transactions in 1720 thus left him with the total realised profit of above £15,000, 
with the remaining stock of more than £ 240,000 at his disposal for later sale and 
dividends. 

This was not the result of luck, euphoria or careless management. To establish 
this, we can compare price trends with the monthly level of ducal transactions. On 
31 August 1720, the South Sea share hit the price of £810, and then never 
recovered (Graph 1). If Brydges and his brokers were passive, inexperienced, 
players, we would expect their transactions to increase in response to the rising price 
between May and June, and also in reaction to the bubble’s collapse from the end of 
August. This was not the case, as shown by the Graph 2 which reports the monthly 
total of ducal transactions in 1720. By the end of March, Brydges undertook 43% 
of the total transactions for 1720. The vast majority (93%) of ducal transactions in 
1720 took place before the collapse of the share prices at the end of August. The 
duke continued trading into 1721, but he did so at a much reduced level, below the 
threshold of £50,000 per month.38 The sharp decline of his stock transactions from 
September 1720 onwards suggests that the duke pulled out from the market before 
the collapse – evidence of careful, coordinated, speculation.  

It does not follow, however, that Brydges was an outright winner. If we go 
back to the Table 1, the penultimate row gives us the state of affairs up to the end 
of August (“To 31 Aug.”). The amount he had paid up to that point (£1.098m) was 
greater than the amount he realised by selling shares (£1.051m). There was an 
interim imbalance of more than £46,000 at that point, something to be recovered 
with the remaining nominal share of £256,150 at his disposal. While this may look 
like a respectable position to be in, the picture becomes less sanguine once we take 
into account the debt he owed, which is not included in Table 1. While it has not 
been possible to reconstruct the total amount Brydges owed in 1720, he told 
Cantillon in September that he had the outstanding debt of £70,000 at that point.39 
We do not know how accurate the figure is, or how much of this had been 
borrowed specifically for buying company shares. In any case, when combined with 
the financial loss at the end of August, he must have had an outstanding deficit of 

                                                           
37 P. TEMIN, H.J. VOTH, Prometheus Shackled: Goldsmith Banks and England’s Financial Revolution after 

1700, Oxford 2013, p. 111. 
38 HEH, ST 12/3. 
39 HEH, ST 57/17, p. 192, to Cantillon, 28 Sep. 1720. 
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about £115,000, some of which must have been due shortly. This explains the 
alarming tone that we find in Brydges’ letters after the crash.  

Graph 1.  Price movements of  key company shares 

 

Source: R.G.P. FREHEN, et. al. New Evidence on the First Financial Bubble, in “Journal of Financial Econom-
ics”, 108, 2013, pp. 585-607, price data deposited at http://icf.som.yale.edu/south-sea-bubble-1720   
[accessed 25 July 2015]. 

We can better understand the causes behind his difficulties and his response if 
we break down monthly transactions of key shares bought and sold (Graph 3). It 
shows that his South Sea investment was concentrated between January and March 
1720, and he sold these South Sea shares in two periods, first from January and 
March, then in May and June. The gain that Brydges realised by selling South Sea 
shares quickly went into the purchase of East India stocks from June to August. It 
is notable that one of his London brokers, the Dutch-born naturalised merchant 
Matthew Decker, was then the Deputy Governor of the East India Company.40 As 
in the case of Hastings sisters, Brydges’ investment portfolio was affected partially 
by personal ties. This was how he faced the imbalance of over £46,000 by the end 
of August as mentioned above.  
 

                                                           
40 A. GRAHAM, Corruption, cit., p. 106; Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, I-LX, Oxford 2004, 

XV, pp. 662-3. 
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Graph 2.  Nominal shares bought & sold in 1720 (monthly) 

 
Sources: HEH, ST 12/2, 12/3.  

Graph 3.  Shares bought and sold in 1720 (market price) 

 

 

Sources: HEH, ST 12/2, 12/3.  
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This imbalance was adjusted by the sale of South Sea and East India shares 
most notably in October. Yet given the debts of £70,000 in mid-September, there 
would have been a remaining debt of £54,000 at the end of 1720, a deficit to be 
covered by the disposal of shares of above £240,000. In the end, it would have 
been difficult to sell the East India shares at a price higher than the market price 
that Brydges paid in the middle of 1720. In this regard, his East India investment 
represents something of a missed opportunity for winning outright in a short-term. 
Yet the systematic analysis of the ducal ledgers has shown - I hope conclusively - 
that we cannot take his September letter for granted as a reliable indicator of his 
heavy loss during the bubble period. While Brydges could have won even more, he 
came out of the summer of heated speculation with a realised gain of more than 
£15,000. This is a very respectable position given that his annual rental income was 
about £8,000 at that time. At the end of 1720, he also had sizable disposable shares 
(approx. £240,000) with a strong emphasis on East India and the Bank of England 
shares. The higher the share price became once again, the better for the duke. He 
therefore had a good reason to weather the storm (as it were) and delay both the 
liquidation of his shares and the repayment of his debts. This is why he often 
highlighted his financial difficulties. In the letter of 28 September, Brydges told 
Cantillon that “the vexation I am under to find myself indebted to any body in such 
a time of General distress is not a little uneasy to me.”41 The next day, Brydges 
wrote to the duchess of Marlborough to borrow money from her. On this occasion, 
he was very clear about the rationale behind borrowing: “having the misfortunes to 
be involv’d in the present general Calamity, w[hi]ch is spread so universally over the 
whole Nation ... helping me out of this difficulty will save me several thousand 
pounds I must otherwise loose by being oblidged to part with Stock at so terrible 
low prices they now sell.” Such excuses that he made in order to borrow (or delay 
the repayment for selling shares at a higher price) helps us to explain why previous 
accounts accepted the impression of him losing out in 1720.42 

 
The available evidence enables us to take a further look into brokers and their 

performance. Table 2 lists the top London brokers for Brydges in 1720, according 
to the amount of nominal shares traded for the Duke. The top three – Decker, 
Lockwood and Hart – were operating for the duke in scales larger than Hoare’s 
own trading activities. Brydges’ financial network embraced several men of Hoare’s 
rank. How well did they perform? If combined with the price trends of company 
shares, the ducal ledgers reveal that many of the brokers successfully rode the 
bubble. Decker, one of the most important London brokers for Brydges, 
successfully rode the rising price of the South Sea shares, as Table 3 reveals. The 
table lists all the recorded transactions in South Sea shares that Decker undertook 
for Brydges in 1720. The overall performance is given at the bottom, which 

                                                           
41 HEH, ST 57/17, pp. 191-2, to Cantillon, 28 Sep. 1720. 
42 HEH, ST 57/17, pp. 195-6, to Dutchess of Marlborough, 29 Sep. 1720. When lending small 

sums of money, Brydges continued to highlight his “difficulties” to oblige his clients. See 
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE RECORD OFFICE, Temple (Stowe) collection: Duke of Chandos letter book (1721-1722), 
pp. 45-6, 71. 
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suggests that Decker bought nominal £198,000 worth of South Sea shares and paid 
in total £320,725, selling most of them (£176,000) in the same year at the much 
higher market price of £585,047. The difference was the capital gain of £264,322, 
more than 70% of the global capital gain that the duke made over South Sea shares 
in 1720 (£372,091, as in Table 1). Decker still had a nominal stock of £22,000 
remaining at his disposal. Importantly, Table 3 reveals that Decker traded South 
Sea shares in several steps, buying, selling, and buying more within the matter of a 
few weeks, thereby dispersing the risks of bulk trading. On 19 February, Decker 
bought a nominal £68,000 of South Sea shares at £123, a rate significantly cheaper 
than the price of £181 reported by Castaing; this was probably because of an 
option contract. Then, just ten days later, Decker sold the nominal £70,000 at a 
much higher rate of £172, also purchasing a nominal £42,000 shares at the same 
level, evidently for further speculation. Within three weeks, on 16 March, Decker 
further increased the ducal asset by buying nominal shares of £25,000 at £168, just 
below the market rate. This left him with £65,000 worth of disposal shares. In the 
coming fortnight, as if in order to reduce the risk of selling too many shares too 
early in the bullish market, Decker went on to sell £42,000 worth of shares, about 
2/3 of the remaining assets within three weeks in three instalments (£5,000 at 
£287; £7,000 at £310; £30,000 at £344).  

Tab. 2.  Top London brokers for Brydges 

Matthew Decker 555,450 
Richard Lockwood 339,000 

Moses Hart 281,400 
Edward Adderley 179,000 

Stephen Ram 138,000 
Thomas Gibson 28,000 

Balthazar Zollicoffre 10,250 
Mr Gray 10,000 

Henry Metcalf 10,000 
Mr Cappers 10,000 

Sources: HEH, ST 12/2, 12/3. Ordered by the nominal price traded for Brdyges 

Decker adopted the same strategy with even a greater success between May and 
June 1720. The price of South Sea share rose sharply in late May, accordingly 
dramatically increasing the profit margin for Brydges who had earlier acquired 
shares at lower prices. Decker sold South Sea shares in two instalments on 19 and 
20 May; Graph 4 visualises this performance. It reveals how Decker managed to 
buy cheap and sell at a higher price, sometimes taking advantage of option 
contracts. In fact, his buying price was so significantly low that he was able to 
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achieve capital gains even when offering to sell somewhat below the reported 
market rate. Here, then, we have found another well-documented example of a 
careful investor comparable to Hoare’s Bank. 

Tab. 3.  Decker’s South Sea transactions

South Sea bought South Sea sold 

Date in 1720 nominal market price bought nominal market price sold Castaing price 

19-2 68,000 83,903 123 181 

29-2 42,000 73,088 174 70,000 121,067 173 173 1/4 

16-3 25,000 42,081 168 188 

24-3 5,000 14,344 287 310

25-3 7,000 21,668 310 315 

29-3 30,000 103,081 344 316

4-5 10,000 19,000 190 336 

18-5 30,000 105,076 350 355

19-5 10,000 39,696 397 375 

20-6 24,000 180,115 750 760

21-7 53,600 102,653 192 870 

TOTAL 198,600 320,725 176,000 585,047

Sources: HEH, ST 12/2, 12/3. Castaing price is drawn from John Castaing’s periodical, The course of the 
exchange, which is collected by Larry Neal, and is deposited in European State Finance Database at 
http://www.esfdb.org/Default.aspx [accessed 25 July 2015]. 

The riding of bubbles was repeated elsewhere with lesser-known companies 
too.43 Richard Lockwood, the Turkey merchant who served as a banker for Brydges, 
bought £60,000 nominal Old Insurance shares (also known as Royal Exchange 
Assurance) between April and May 1720 at the average rates of £33-34, paying 
£20,200 (Table 4). This was in line with the price movement between April and the 
first half of May, which was moving between £28.5 and £42, at the average 
reported price of £33.2. Then the share price rose rapidly from mid-May; the price 
jumped from £46 on 16 May to £118 on 6 June, the average reported price till the 
end of June hitting £92.5. This was the rising price on which Lockwood rode 
successfully. By the end of June, he sold the same amount of shares (a nominal 
£60,000) at £54,765, hence at the much higher rate of £91. The operation created 
the handsome capital gains of £34,565. Decker, too, bought £16,000 nominal 
Ram’s Insurance shares at £820 on 28 April 1720, the deal with the rate of £5.1 
which was slightly above the reported price at that point, which was £4.75. Decker 

43 In what follows I have used stock prices reported by John Castaing, as in Table 3. 
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sold the same amount two months later on 20 June at the market price of £6,941, 
at £43, which was much lower than the reported rate of £54.44 He was still able to 
raise a capital gain of more than £6,000. Other brokers like Thomas Gibson 
successfully rode the bubble, in his case drawing on shares of the Bank of England 
and Ram’s insurance. This was the pattern that Brydges’ brokers repeated, 
capitalising on different company shares. 

Graph 4.  Decker’s performance visualised 

Sources: HEH, ST 12/2, 12/3; FREHEN et. al., New evidence, cit. 

The riding of bubbles, however, is not a revealed preference which can be detected 
only through financial transactions. Rather, his correspondence reveals that the 
duke clearly stated his strategy when giving instructions to his brokers. Chance 
evidence survives in Brydges’ letter to Lockwood who was temporarily away from 

44 HEH, ST 12/3, pp. 11, 14. 
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London. Brydges explained what he had done with insurance shares: “vizt to buy 
up a good parcell of Rd Chetwynd’s Insurance and Ram’s Insurance from Fire, they 
are both so very cheap now, one cannot loose much by them, and there is a Chance 
for getting [profits] as soon.”45 Elsewhere, Brydges told Cantillon that “I believe 
buying up Subscriptions, as soon as they Come out, & selling them at a Reasonable 
profit is the Surest way.”46 The riding of bubbles was not only the stated preference 
of Brydges himself, but was a shared goal of his financial network.  

Tab. 4.  Lockwood transactions on Old Insurance 

Old Insurance bought Old Insurance sold 
1720 nominal market price bought nominal market price sold  Castaing price range 

April 30,000 10,200 34 28.5-33.5 

May 30,000 10,000 33 20,000 17,400 87 33-100 

June 40,000 37,365 93 91-118 

TOTAL 60,000 20,200 34 60,000 54,765 91 

Sources: HEH, ST 12/2, 12/3; FREHEN et. al., New evidence, cit. 

Intermediaries around Brydges were surely exceptionally well positioned; if 
Decker served the East India Company as the Deputy Governor, Lockwood was 
an assistant to the Royal African Company and also a director of the Royal 
Assurance Company, whose shares he bought before the price rose from the mid 
May as discussed above.47 Yet wider evidence found outside the duke’s network 
suggests that their collective strategy was far from exceptional. Among numerous 
investors who sought to ride the wave was the Scotsman, James First Duke of 
Montrose, who wrote from London in March 1720 that “I believe in fact … the 
thing must have its runn for Some time, in the later end, no doubt, some will be 
great loosers.”48 The underlying rationale was articulated by one Gloucestershire 
gentleman who explained his brother why he had chosen “to sell the South Sea” 
shares that were presumably jointly held: “I did itt least we should have a great fall 
and that Bro[the]r should not have any Dissatisfacton on any such los as Might 
happen By not selling when twas at that great rate.”49 A merchant based in Leiden, 

45 HEH, ST 57/18, p. 32, to Lockwood, 22 April 1720. 
46 HEH, ST 57/17 p. 163, to Cantillon, 25 Aug. 1720. See also NATIONAL ARCHIVES SCOTLAND 

(NAS), Papers of the Family of Stirling Home Drummond Moray of Abercairny, GD 24/1/487, fol. 34v, 4 May 
1720, Drummond’s memorandum. 

47 The House of Commons 1715-1756, ed. R. SEDGWICK, I-II, London 1970, II, p. 222; P. JENKINS, 
Tory Industrialism and Town Politics: Swansea in the Eighteenth Century, in “Historical Journal”, 28, 1985, pp. 
103-123, 118-9. 

48 NAS, Papers of the Graham Family, Dukes of Montrose, GD220/5/831/20a-e, Montrose to Mungo 
Graham of Gorthie, 25 March 1720. 

49 NLW, Mynde Estate Records, 2542, Philip Hampton to his “brother” [John] Symons, 17 June 
1720. 
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Richard Barrett, also told his brother in London that “I hope my Letter of Attorney 
will come to You time enough to give you an Opportunity of selling My Stock to 
considerable Advantage.” It was clear that the brothers’ goal was to sell the shares 
bought at a higher price.50 The selling of shares in a timely fashion was a widely-
shared preference among market participants. If pursued simultaneously by a 
number of investors and brokers, this strategy must have had macro-economic 
consequences: the rising of share prices and their eventual collapse. 

Instead of considering the shared rationality – the collective “riding” – as a 
potential cause of the bubble, however, impressions of “incredible folly” provided a 
powerful alternative framework for explanation. This is not surprising if we 
consider the remarkable extent to which social and religious values infused the pre-
industrial economy - even speculative business enterprises. The Mine Adventure 
Company that was floated in 1698, for example, promoted its Welsh mining 
business as capable of giving jobs to humble miners, reinvigorating the local 
economy, and bringing handsome profits to investors. Thus its promotional hand-
bill presented the enterprise not only as the pursuit of profit, but also of piety and 
public service: “an undertaking, advantagious for the publick good, charitable to the 
poor, and profitable to every person who shall be concern’d therein.” Such a 
promotional strategy, highlighting moral and social contributions, was something of 
a commonplace during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.51  

It was in this commercial culture, woven closely with the moral fabric of the 
time, that the narrative of folly and greed was adopted even by the knowledgeable 
Brydges. The case of financial speculation, however, is more complex than the case 
of entrepreneurship, in which economic actors drew on moral ideals to lend social 
and religious legitimacy to new business enterprises. First of all, unlike joint-stock 
companies that required promotional campaigns, Brydges’ speculation was 
something to be kept secret. In fact, his transactions were carefully guarded so that 
only those intimately connected to him would have known the scale or relative 
success of his speculation. Brydges very frequently traded shares under others’ 
names and accounts, a common practice that makes it difficult to take corporate 
records as reliable clues for identifying investors and their transactions. 52  As 
Brydges admitted to one of his confidants regarding his Royal African investment, 
‘I am a greater Adventurer, than for the Sum I subscribe in my own Name 
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openly’. 53  Moreover, his brokers were often reminded that they were privy to 
utmost secrets of ducal affairs. When Brydges had news of East India ships arriving 
safely back home in 1706, he asked Drummond to “buy up for me five thousand 
pound” of the company shares. Crucially, he hastened to add that this “must be 
done in Such a manner as may not Suffer my name to be mention’d, nor no living 
Soul to know I am any waies concern’d in it.”54 The cunning buying and selling of 
shares was not to be advertised - an element of discretion which is hardly surprising 
given the widespread public hostility to stock-jobbing.55  

Yet when the duke wrote to those brokers who undertook transactions for him, 
he often invoked friendship as an underlying principle. As Samuel Johnson’s 
Dictionary reminds us, friendship was a capacious concept in the eighteenth century, 
ranging from the “highest degree of intimacy”, to “favour; personal kindness”, and 
more instrumental definition, “assistance; help.” 56  Such informal ties straddled 
kinship and non-kin networks, and encompassed both horizontal and hierarchical 
relationships. They were indispensable not only for merchants enforcing contracts 
across oceans, but also for the republic of letters, and for spies and public servants 
gathering intelligence, pursuing diplomacy, and sending bills and cash advances 
abroad.57 When Brydges and his paymaster agents received monetary gifts – or 
“gratifications” – in return for speedy remittance of money to army regiments, he 
told his men that the money thus received was a “voluntary” gift, that “it was your 
friendship and a favourable representation of my civility which inclined them to 
this.” What his political rivals would construe as outright “corruption” was thus 
packaged as acts of civility and friendship.58  

Speculation was couched in a similar way. In August 1719, Brydges instructed 
Cantillon to ask John Law, the mastermind behind the French scheme, “whether he 
judges the harvest to be over or if there is no room still left to be a gainer” there in 
the French market. If Law could serve Brydges, “he may always depend upon all 
the service it shall ever happen in my power to render him.”59 Writing to a financial 
intermediary in Holland, Brydges similarly highlighted elements of reciprocity: “if I 
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reap the Benefit you expect from it [i.e., speculation on Dutch stocks,] you may be 
Sure I shall not be wanting to reward very amply y[ou]r friendship.”60 Especially 
among close allies, the emphasis on friendship took on almost sentimental 
overtones. Brydges wrote to Drummond stationed in Paris that “It is hardly 
possible to make any guess what course will be best … to take. For my own part … 
I must … assure you I have always been and remain fully satisfied with y[ou]r 
friendship.”61 Such friendship was never a relationship between equals, of course. 
Brydges was able to oblige those of lower ranks to accept his requests (financial or 
otherwise), adding that timely assistance should confirm their “friendship.”62 Yet it 
was no easy task to establish, let alone maintain, a trusting relationship that could 
work at distance when so much depended on trust. Little wonder that Brydges and 
his close agents such as Drummond and Cantillon developed personal ties over the 
years, that they often exchanged gifts to cement relationship. Brydges never 
dismissed these brokers-friends simply because of temporary under-performance.63  

True to the eighteenth-century definition of friendship that included 
“assistance”, Brydges helped a circle of “friends” around him to speculate. The 
duke was closely involved in the brief revival of the Royal African Company which 
offered shares in April 1720. As governor of the Company, he had earlier sought to 
appoint his clients to become its directors; he also took advantage of his position to 
offer his friends to procure its shares before the price rose. Thus to the Earl of 
Strafford, Brydges wrote that he had secured “£10,000 Stock in the African 
Engraftment[;] I wish it may prove to your Lordships Advantage.” 64  To 
Drummond, too, Brydges announced that “If you are enclined to be further 
concerned in it (& I believe it will prove profitable) I’ll take Care to secure you a 
much more … as you please.”65 In this case, however, it was difficult to make sure 
“no living Soul to know” his relationship to the Company. Brydges - now a patron 
of Handel - could not afford to be seen as orchestrating dirty affairs. He and his 
wife Cassandra accordingly sent letters as if the duke had been a “stranger” to the 
affair led by his cousin Humphrey Walcot.66  
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While helping his friends to speculate, Brydges was all too happy to downplay 
motives of the general, anonymous, investors who operated beyond his extended 
network. That is, instead of viewing other actors as pursuing a goal similar to his 
own, Brydges viewed them as being driven by folly and frenzy. As Mark Knights 
has shown, public discussion of political and social issues was characterised not 
only by the appeal to reason and judgement, but also by concerns about the folly, 
gullibility and madness of the seemingly enlightened public. 67  This theme was 
picked up by economic commentaries. “The poor English Nation runs a madding 
after new Inventions, Whims, and Projects”, declared one writer; “so easie and 
unwary are abundance of People, that they are daily trapp’d.” Another author 
agreed: “weak and unthinking Part of Mankind are commonly dazled with Shew, 
easily impos’d upon by a View of vast Profit.”68 Brydges’ depiction of the financial 
market echoed just such concerns. Commenting on a new fishery company on 9 
February 1720, Brdges declared: “unless … there was a probability of its ending 
more advantagious than a Stock=jobbing Voyage generally proves, I shall not 
incline to be concerned in it.”69 Later in September, at the height of the bubble, 
Brydges told a correspondent in Jamaica that “For these 8 months past nothing 
could be proposed” without “extravagant & whimsical … Subscription.”70 After 
the collapse, Brydges suggested that those driven into speculation by extravagance 
and whimsy lost heavily: “tis incredible the distraction Mankind is in already upon 
the fall of the Stock. tis endless to enumerate the Number of Families Noble, great 
& Small that are involved herein to their utter ruine.”71 Brydges implied that, unlike 
himself and people around him, people out there were little better than greedy, 
gullible, gamblers. It therefore seemed as if Brydges disapproved and wanted to 
have little to do with extravagant and whimsical schemes that would end in stock-
jobbing. In reality, however, what Brydges did was something of a symbolic 
distancing from the riding of short-lived companies. When interacting with the kind 
of “friends” who were not privy to his financial dealings, the duke was careful to 
forge an impression of disapproval and distance from speculation, while instructing 
his brokers, inviting his friends, to pursue the very thing as an act of “friendship.”  

The social and rhetorical justification of speculation in the present case thus 
operated in ways that were substantially more complex than a simple promotion of 
a business enterprise. Brydges’ modus operandi may be summarised as “I invest, you 
speculate, they gamble.” The phrase, which Simon Schama once used in his 
discussion of the Dutch Tulipmania, has rarely been applied to the analysis of the 
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South Sea Bubble or broader studies of financial crises.72 Yet it has a wider analytic 
purchase than hitherto appreciated, because it succinctly captures the intriguing 
ways in which speculation could be justified. In the present case, the phrase invites 
us to explore how the duke denigrated the motivation of market participants 
unknown to him, while simultaneously describing his and his associates’ speculation 
in strikingly positive terms. Speculation was therefore carried out by combining 
both rational and irrational frameworks: the strategic pursuit of riding - something 
that has been accorded the status of rational behaviour by economists - went hand 
in hand with the selective attribution of folly and greed to some market actors.  

Such attribution of madness or irrationality was far from unique. Writing from 
London in April, just at the time when his patron Brydges was busy speculating, 
Cantillon told his wealthy Welsh client Lady Mary Herbert that “people are Madder 
than Ever to run into the Stock & dont so much as pretend to go in to remain in 
the Stock but sell out again to proffit.” Note that, while attributing madness to the 
‘people’, Cantillon, the astute observer of the market, found the riding of bubbles 
to be a widespread practice.73  James Smyth, Archdeacon of Meath, resident in 
Dublin would have agreed: “the people here are as mad to draw their money home 
again as they were to send it over formerly.”74 Sometimes, investors themselves 
owned that, by seeking to enter the market, they bordered onto the dangerous 
water of madness. Thus one client of Thomas Mansell, Mr Shepherd, wrote to him 
that:  

“I have been in town [London] a fortnight where I have found so great an alteration 
amongest my litle aquaintance that I scarse know where I am, in short my Lord the 
world is turn’d upside down … to be serious is it not vastly provokeing to be out of town 
when Every Corn-Cuter Can get an Estate and poor I get nothing at all, I would no 
doubt be as madd and as Rich as the Rest of my neighbours, if I knew how, and am told 
‘tis not yet to[o] late[.]”75 

Here, again, the riding of bubbles was described as madness. The sense of 
excitement, the tone of agitation that it could be “too late” any time soon, make it 
very tempting for us to cite the evidence as an example of irrational exuberance. 
Yet the statement was immediately followed by a series of strategic thinking to rely 
on “the hon[ou]r of his [Mansell’s] friendshipp’: 

“this makes me very thoughtful in Examining the vertues, and Cappassitys of Every 
friend I have, in w[hi]ch number Dear Lord Mansel will … be uppermost … I have to 
the hon[ou]r of his friendshipp, so that I cannot help Inquireing if y[ou]r Lo[rdshi]p has 
any of that sort of intrest to spare of getting me some of the next Subscriptions to the 
South Sea[.]” 
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In effect, Shepherd asked whether Mansell could use his Tory connection with 
Robert Harley, the first governor of the South Sea Company.76 We therefore must 
be careful not to take allusions to madness at the face value. If anything, it was 
often more rhetorical than descriptive. Shepherd carefully portrayed himself as 
someone “thoughtful” enough to appreciate Mansell’s assistance and influence. 
Like Brydges, Shepherd too highlighted elements of friendship. Even where 
contemporaries associated themselves with other investors’ madness, then, such 
episodes do not necessarily lend themselves to the impression of irrational 
euphoria. 
 

The self-serving ascription of madness or irrationality may have been rather 
widespread, therefore. It does not follow, however, that the anonymous “other” 
market actors whom the duke and others stereotyped were just as well-equipped as 
the duke himself. Far from it. It is important to recognise that, in seeking to ride 
bubbles, Brydges was clearly tapping into his extensive social and financial 
resources. Most notably, the resources at his disposal played a vital role in 
distinguishing sound and unsound companies, and for deciding when to opt out 
from the market. Understanding such disparities would enable us to clarify the role 
that the image of human folly played for knowledgeable actors like Brydges.  

Duke’s coordinated riding of bubbles probably owed something to his 
familiarity with commercial “projects”, many of which were short-lived or even 
fraudulent. In his September letter to Sir Nicholas Law stationed in Jamaica, 
Brydges reported his involvement in a new company in London “sett on foot for 
the working of the Gold & Silver Mines in Jamaica.” We do not know the scale of 
his investment, or whether he was given shares by promoters, or whether he 
bought shares himself. In any case, the duke “desired the favour of you to let me 
know your thoughts whether it is a project likely to come to Good, & whether in 
reality there hath been any Such Mines discover’d or reason to beleive there can 
be.”77 Note that Brydges took pains to evaluate the credibility of a scheme by 
consulting an independent source of information in Jamaica. This, of course, would 
be hardly surprising for historians of the eighteenth-century knowledge economy. It 
is well known that the capacity to distinguish sound and unsound commercial 
projects played a pivotal role in promoting or investing in more reliable schemes, 
and, conversely, in staying away from unreliable ones which could ruin investors’ 
reputation as well as their finances.78  

The present study adds another dimension. If companies won strong political 
backing, or stood a real chance of bringing social or financial benefits, then the 
duke might invest, and keep holding shares for long-term gains via annual 
dividends or via selling shares at a later date. This is probably what happened to his 
Royal African investment. We know that Brydges continued his efforts well into 
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1721 and 1722 to expand the Company’s trading operations in Africa; thus his 
ledgers record few transactions of its shares in 1720.79 If, by contrast, companies 
were deemed stereotypical “mere projects” with little hope of long-term success, 
then Brydges would not hold shares for too long, but instead sell them at a higher 
price in a timely fashion. For example, in a letter to Cantillon on 6 September, 
Brydges spoke of “my thoughts upon the state of the projects carrying on in 
Holland”: “as there is no real foundation of value in them, they cannot subsist long, 
& happy will he be who getts out in time. … but if there is to be a New 
Subscription, it will be best to stay till that is given out.”80 The duke could, of 
course, stay away from business schemes altogether. But if the occasion presented 
itself, then Brydges could covertly buy shares through his brokers and sell them at 
the highest price possible. In the context of the present study, then, the evaluation 
of reliable and unreliable projects helped Brydges to invest and exit strategically so 
as to sell shares to greater fools.  

Brydges was also well equipped for newsgathering, something crucial for 
deciding when to opt out of the market. One example can be gleaned from a letter 
of September 1720, written in response to a Dutch broker who asked Brydges to 
invest further abroad. To this invitation, the duke responded with three reasons for 
being cautious. First, he suggested that “I know most of my Countrymen have 
actually Sold out.” Information about what others were doing was combined with 
the second element: news about price movements. In the same letter, Brydges told 
his Dutch broker that he would like to be cautious also because “this Post brings 
the news of rapid decline of the share prices.” A third factor was advice from 
another expert. Mr Pels – an influential broker in Amsterdam - “doth advise to sell 
rather than to buy”, the duke wrote. Yet, despite the set of information prompting 
him to sell, Brydges in fact agreed to “try what good luck you can bring me ... in 
your bubbles.” But he did so with some conditions. The maximum investment was 
to be capped at £4000 (a small amount for the wealthy duke), and the sum should 
be ventured only if there was a real prospect of making “so great a profit as to 
double the Capital in a matter of a months time.” Brydges was neither simply naïve 
nor passive, therefore. He was a well-informed, hands-on player, who had extensive 
networks that helped him to strike a balance between caution and risk-taking.81 

These skills and resources were by no means readily available across the 
spectrum of investors. The Scotsman James Clerk, a son of Sir John Clerk of 
Penicuik, arrived at London at the end of February 1720, and soon started playing 
in the bullish market. His case serves as a convenient point of comparison and 
contrast. On or shortly before 20 August, James struck a deal to buy a nominal £50 
South Sea share at £950 (thus he was to pay £475). This was not a great deal; the 
reported price began to decrease below £800 at that time, and James borrowed 
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from his family members for this speculation. James’s brother, John Clerk the 
younger, accordingly “quarreled him for buying” at such a high price. As John the 
younger understood, however, James had been trying to ride the bubble: “the 
temptation was, that he was assured it wou’d rise before the day of [actual] payment 
above 2000.”82 James’s hope was to pay £475 and sell the same share immediately 
at £1000 or above, thereby doubling his capital in one stroke. The son of a 
prominent Scottish landed gentleman therefore shared the same goal as that of 
Brydges.  

There was a striking difference in the network of information at his disposal, 
however. Unlike Brydges who had a handful of trusted brokers, James did not have 
a good, reliable, network in London. He angered John the younger because “he had 
without any introduction waited on all the noblemen & gentlemen” of his brother’s 
acquaintance, presumably for asking for money or advice or both - a striking 
indication of his lack of resources there. 83  Certainly, James was not entirely 
oblivious to the danger. On 20 August, just two weeks before the collapse, he in 
fact confessed to his father that “if Stocks fall I Dont know what shall become of 
me.” Yet optimism overcame the fear. He thus added: “although every one here 
allows it to be a good Bargain.”84 As the casual reference to “every one” suggests, 
the criteria on which James drew tended to be vague and general. As he wrote in 
late July, Jame was confident that “every body is convinced it [South Sea shares] must 
of course rise in a little time, for since all the Leading men of the Kingdom are dipt 
[sic] in it.”85 Instead of mentioning specific sources of information as Brydges did 
in explaining his position, James told his brother that “as for my part I oblidge my 
self to act w[i]t[h] greatest Diligence and ... to stand the wisest any I Deal with or 
am known to.”86 Such an air of confidence and diligence could not erase elements 
of uncertainty as to when to exit. Thus, in the letter of 20 August, James 
acknowledged that he had “sold Nothing of [his shares,] So for a while must let 
fortune take its play.”87 Brydges took risks too, as we have seen above; yet, the 
episode of James Clerk reminds us that not all players had the resources or 
experience to do so with the same degree of caution and control.  

The bubble burst by the end of the month; the price of the South Sea share fell 
far below £950. James Clerk’s fear came true, and he fled to Holland to escape 
from his creditors. The episode confirms that the riding of the bubble was shared 
as a goal even by a relatively naïve investor. Yet there was a clear disparity in the 
distribution of skills and capacities, creating both winners and losers in a rapidly 
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unfolding financial market. It was this kind of disparity that was swept under the 
impression of folly and greed, something captured in visual satires, repeated in 
pamphlets and adopted by market participants like Brydges when describing 
anonymous investors. Under the moralising language of human folly and frailty, the 
problems of competence and information asymmetry were replaced by that of vice 
and moral deficiency.  

  
It should now be clear that Hoare’s Bank was hardly an isolated example. 

Thanks to the rich data drawn from Brydges’ ledgers, the duke who looked like a 
naïve gambler has turned out upon closer inspection to be a more sophisticated 
actor. He struggled to secure gain, yet this was despite the strenuous effort to 
gather and evaluate relevant information before taking risks. Juxtaposing the data 
with ducal out-letters has made it clear that the riding of the bubble was in fact a 
stated goal that the duke pursued together with his brokers who transacted in scale 
comparable to Hoare’s. While not all investors opted to pursue such a rationale, the 
evidence presented here, the case of Brydges and his brokers such as Decker and 
Gibson, and the examples of Shepherd and Clerk outside the duke’s network, 
strongly suggest that the riding of bubbles was the goal more widely shared than 
hitherto appreciated. As the case of Shepherd has reminded us, even where the 
actor acknowledged an element of “madness” in the market, the desire for sudden 
wealth was accompanied by some “thoughtful” consideration of how best to draw 
on the “vertues, and Cappassitys of Every friend” within available networks.  

Like diplomatic agents of the period, the duke spoke repeatedly of friendship 
when writing to brokers. The role of friendship in the pre-industrial economy has 
been generally well studied, especially in the context of overseas trade and diaspora 
mercantile communities. It has been shown to help reduce risk and transaction 
costs in long-distance trade. 88  The case of Brydges presents another, equally 
significant, role of friendship: it served as a convenient framework for alleviating 
the unacceptability of speculation. Brydges carried out speculation as the intimate 
pursuit of reciprocal favours – something less repulsive, if carried out discreetly.  

Another important theme that has emerged from this study is the selective 
attribution of folly to market participants. While using the idiom of friendship to 
describe what economists would recognise as a rational strategy, Brydges viewed 
other actors unknown to him to be driven by “incredible folly” and greed. 
Speculation was conceptualised in ways that were functionally incoherent, assigning 
different moral standards depending on the actors concerned.89 The duke thereby 
maintained an impression of social distance from the dirty business of speculation - 
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a kind of aloofness and otherworldliness beautifully captured by the Chandos 
Anthems with which we began. Thus, at the heart of the Brydges’ experience lies 
what psychologists would now call “attribution bias”, the explaining of complex 
phenomena (in this case financial speculation) in terms of character traits of the 
actors involved (such as folly and greed), rather than in terms of more contingent 
elements such as the disparity in knowledge, networks and experience. 90  The 
present case thus reminds us that even sophisticated actors like Brydges pursued 
speculation in ways that fitted contemporary norms and expectations. Transactions 
in emerging modern financial markets were closely intertwined with the early modern 
moral economy.91  

More broadly, aspiring to act “rationally”, being detached from the perceived 
“folly” of humankind, seems to be a plausible behavioural pattern worth testing 
further. The observations of Cantillon and Smyth, and Shepherd’s tactful approach 
to Mansel, all suggest that such an attribution bias may have been widespread. 
Economic studies of bubbles have begun in the last two decades to move firmly 
beyond the assumption of perfect rationality, and started exploring patterns of 
“bounded rationality.” Recent behavioural models have suggested that stock price 
could inflate and collapse if actors only choose to take into account signals that fit 
into their existing beliefs (biased self-attribution), if they give disproportionate weight 
on sensational “strong” news and took them to be representative signals 
(representativeness heuristic), or if, on the contrary, they refuse to consider seemingly 
tedious evidence that in fact contradict their existing models (conservatism bias).92 
Similar notions are invoked by previous studies of the South Sea Bubble, but 
without testing them closely against historical evidence.93 The present case study 
has presented an example of behavioural bias – one drawn from archives, and 
rooted in early modern commercial culture. If investors in the eighteenth century 
very frequently found themselves attributing folly and madness to other actors 
unknown to them, in what ways did such an attribution bias shape their evaluation 
of market confidence and forecasting of price movements?94 Did this particular 
bias interact with, or even magnify, other behavioural patterns? Given that 
newspapers and pamphlets repeatedly disparaged the perceived vices of greed and 
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gullibility, is it possible that such media outputs served to create something of a 
conservative bias, against which spread “strong” news of parliamentary debates, 
rumours of boardroom intrigues, and the unfolding rivalry between the Bank of 
England and the South Sea Company, creating a condition of volatile 
overconfidence? Asking these questions is important. It enables us to move beyond 
the current discussion of rationality and irrationality as opposing frameworks. It 
invites us to bring context-rich studies of commercial culture into dialogue with 
more quantitative accounts of financial crises. Finally, it means to challenge 
economists to start incorporating fresh archival findings when building models and 
hypotheses for understanding financial crises.  


